
 

 

 

Ice breaking games 

 

This was the first day to meet the other children so we played some 

games to get to know each other better.Wesat in a circle, the first 

people told their  own names and some interesting facts about 

themselves and the next people had 

name and a few  similar things to what the previous ones said, like 

hobbies, etc.There were many people that do some
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basketball/like Italy.If you thought the

had to stand up and look for a new

one circle and inside  this there 

opposite so when we sat down we 

talk to each other. It was hard because

we both liked or something that we

up. After these icebreaking games,

around in the school. Then  we had

Before we started the treasure hunt,we

 The  teachers made teams, there 

one team.They gave us a sheet 

where we could find the  package with

place. It was a good way to see many

statues and  to talk to each other,

were the Jewis hcemetery, the

statue, the Angelshills, a Coffeeshop,

After we did the tasks at the places

we got to know the  results. The

and 3rd place have got some prizes.

spent together and It was the beginning
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